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Abstract 
 
Conventional saving money is getting to be out of date. Old models of working 

together are being supplanted by distributed sharing economies, engaging end clients 

and individual specialist co-ops. Blockchain advancements, at first presented by 

Bitcoin, are enabling innovation to assume the part of conventional brought together 

substances, transpiring the inner procedures of banks and other budgetary middle 

people into programming code that is available by all. 

 
Brand dependability and clients forever are swinging to monetary self-assurance by 

means of profoundly accessible advanced apparatuses all obligingness of blockchain 

advances. Clients are turning towards worldwide administrations which give them 

consistent access to administrations paying little mind to their 'money related status' 

on the planet without the issues and detachment of conventional foundations. We call 

this mass change the 'worldwide un-banking' and Alpha-X is the impetus to this 

procedure by goodness of its plan of action, innovative layer and interesting 

recommendation to convey budgetary administrations access to all. 

 

Alpha-X is a blockchain based money related stage and computerized resource 

converter connect with implicit digital money for instalments of charges, execution of 

brilliant contracts and extra usefulness. Our retail converters are our branches and 

ATMs. Retail converters go from physical organizations to singular versatile 

converters, giving face to face stacking and emptying abilities. Online converters 

acknowledge different remote financing alternatives, (for example, bank stores, 

online exchanges, settlement systems and different types of instalment) expanding the 

capacity of clients to effortlessly get to the system even without a retail converter 

close-by. 

 

Our accomplices are outsider suppliers who empower clients with access to particular 

administrations in their neighbourhoods. These incorporate access to nearby bill 

instalments, cell phone specialist organizations, settlement systems, credit 

administration, prepaid cards and considerably more. 

 

Our vendors are organizations (or people) who acknowledge Alpha-X (or some other 

types of computerized money) as instalments for their administrations or items. Our 

clients are anybody on the planet who needs to genuinely control their cash, advanced 

resources, information and access to different administrations and financing 

techniques paying little heed to where they are. 

 

Exchanges are altogether distributed between all clients, converters, traders and 

accomplice specialist co-ops, taking into consideration fast settlement and high 

degrees of trust when utilized as a part of blend of our survey input framework. 

Particular brilliant contracts empowered by blockchain innovation oversee all 

exchanges on the system while enabling access to beforehand unthinkable sorts of 



administrations, for example, blockchain based authentication and decentralized 

escrow capacities. 

 

Utilizing certified experience and information, upheld by interview and joint effort 

with numerous accomplices, Alpha-X has built up another sort of budgetary 

administrations framework based on a base of blockchain innovation and an 

appropriated monetary model.  

 

Introduction 
 
Alpha-X is an entirely new generation cryptocurrency based on X13 algorithm 

having complete Proof Of Stake (POS) network. The transactions made over Alpha-

X blockchain network are instant, anonymous, private, and very secure. Our motive 

is to make it as good as virtual cash (plastic cards) which can provide real time 

liquidity and utility proposition in the market.  

 

AlphaX agenda is to change the entire face of utility tokens, by utilising blockchain 

technology to overcome the historical shortcomings of traditional system. When this 

technology will be combined with an intuitive user friendly interface & gamification, 

a new level of trust and enthusiasm will be created amongst the community to build 

new confidence and excitement for a new era utility ecosystem. AlphaX Blockchain 

characteristics would be following :-  

 

Complete Anonymity  

        It take cares of your financial privacy in a very strict manner. No one else will 

even get to know about your holding anymore. 

 

Advanced Security 

 Alpha-X have an extra layer of encryption, to ensure its user complete security 

and anonymity in each and every transaction. 

 

Negligible Low Fee 

 Unlike other crypto currencies, now you don’t have to pay huge transaction 

fee, within Alpha-X coin network you don’t have to pay any third party commission, 

you cover your own network fee.  

 

Decentralised Governance 

 The governance of Alpha-X coin is democratically distributed in the hands of 

all stake holder across the network, in a complete decentralised manner.  

 

P2P Network  

 Like other cryptocurrencies, even Alpha-X is based on peer to peer 

decentralised core network, but is much ahead in every perspective compared to its 

contemporary network with its future advanced technical approach. 



Mission & Vision 
 

From Marketing perspective, starting from the very small shopkeeper to whole global 

market worths of billions and trillions of dollars works on quite fundamental binary 

of marketing, DEMAND & SUPPLY.  

 

As we all know if the Demand is greater than Supply, price rises. Else if vice-versa, it 

crashes. Hence to maintain these equilibrium, even a cryptocurrency should have 

liquidity to fulfil the supply, whereas a utility options to generate demand.  

 

Existing Crypto Exchanges 
 

In the current financial market, there are hundreds of crypto currency exchange 

protocols which varies in costs per transaction, security, the currency allowed to 

exchange, volume of business allowed and compatibility with other existing protocols 

among other features.  

 

Most of the existing protocols, however, limit the users from transacting across a 

wide range of platforms and are very costly. As a result of such challenges the end 

users and business are still in search of:- 

 The cheapest way to do cryptocurrency exchange in the safest environment. 

 The fastest execution (instant) or cryptocurrency exchange transactions across 

multiple blockchain exchange platforms. 

 Increased revenue and customer adoption with no geographical limitations. 

 A protocol that offers suitable business transaction volumes for small and 

expanding business. 

 

In the current cryptocurrency exchange ecosystem, to register a new coin over 

cryptocurrency exchanges, the coin owner will have to first check and confirm 

whether the exchange will accept the kind of coin or not. Most exchanges are limited 

only to a few number of cryptocurrency coins. If the exchange accepts the particular 

type of coin, it is not yet over. The coin owner will be required to pay some fees first 

for the adding process to commence.  

It will then take between 3 and 15 days period of time for the coin to be successfully 

added. The whole process takes ages and is agonizing yet coin owners have to go 

through the tedious process due to the monopoly status of the cryptocurrency 

exchange market. 

 

Most exchanges will charge between 1 ~ 25  bitcoins (BTC), as of now equivalent to 

approx  $10,000 ~ $250,000 depending on the size of exchange. This amount has no 

security. Sometimes the coin will end up not being registered in the exchange list 

with no guarantee of money back. The coin owner may end up losing such a huge 

amount of money. 



Exciting Exchanges Problems  
 
These are the common issues with most of the Crypto Exchanges: 

 

Poor Technical Architect: 

The Cryptocurrency market is very new and hence many exchanges were designed at 

the beginning stage and very quickly as well. Initially it might have worked well 

because of less traffic, but now with the increasing traffic and foot falls on website, 

its quite obvious the system won’t be able to handle the increased load. 

The systems are designed by developers whereas they need financial background as 

well to understand it completely. 

 

Whereas a Trading and Exchange system needs to have a proper agile development, 

with researched, written and tested scope of work and have proper test cases (r-

specs). The architecture should be design considering security, efficiency, speed, and 

scalability. This might be a hefty and time taking process in the beginning but in long 

term is always fruit-full. We have the right team and right experience for the same. 

 

Insecure Platform: 

Starting from Mt.Gox there are hundred’s more exchanges which get hacked till date 

causing loss of Billions of Dollars in cryptocurrency. Users hard earned money just 

go vanish like that and user can’t do anything. 

 

Our team has experience of cyber security and fin-tech market since past decade. We 

are making Alpha-X exchange super secure, which will be security audited every 

now and then. So that your funds are safe always. 

 

Poor Liquidity: 

From a kid trading for $100 to a professional or financial broker trading for Billions, 

all get affected if the liquidity isn’t well with the exchange. Shallow order book 

affects the traders all time, which indeed make a huge loss to the traders and they get 

frustrated from these shallow platforms. 

 

Having a shallow order-book means high slippage when trading, which is very 

expensive for traders. Alpha-X marketing team have been in both the finance and 

crypto industry for many years. And have strategized the big markets. Also we have 

big liquidity provides along with us, which are willing to help us, Our order-book 

won’t die ever. 

 

Big Trading Fee: 

Most of the exchanges out there charges quite a big trading fee. On top of that they 

keep it fluctuating. They charge you while depositing, trading, withdrawal every 

time. Now you don’t have to worry about trading fee, our premium users won’t get 

any trading charges for mentioned period. 



 

Bad Customer Service: 

Unfortunately everyone among us has been through this. Its quite painful as well 

when you need help while your money is at stake and no one is listening to you. 

Traders are a different breed when it comes to users. Understanding the 

trader mentality is vital for running a successful exchange. Money is literally 

on-the-line.  

 

Alpha-X have allocated a budget of 25% from ICO and later wards from Company 

annual turnover to do staffing and support. We intend to have the biggest team for 

support. We will be doing enterprise level support and the problem would be resolved 

on priority and severity of the case. 

 

Cross-borders & Multilingual: 

Blockchains have no borders. Most of the exchanges out there are limited to a 

particular province and they provide support and help to a particular country. 

Our international multi-lingual team has extensive working experience in 

America, Europe, Russia and Asia, and we are able to smoothly support the 

global market. And we will be expanding more horizons for lingual support. 

 
 

Alpha-X Crypto-Fiat Exchange 
 

 

Alpha-X exchange would be the first project from Alpha-X coin. A crypto to fiat 

exchange launched at global scale. The exchange will be adding up to 100 fiat to 

crypto pairs starting from USD to ensure the global liquidity crypto-currencies, also it 

will help the market to triplicate its trade volume if such huge number of fiat market 

opens and merges in with Crypto world.  

 

We will be launching Alpha-X mobile exchange at later stage and unlike others this 

app would be as simple as using mobile banking. The currency exchange will be 

running over the protocols of (SaaS Platform) Software as a Service to ensure the 

best deliveries 

 

Within the Alpha-X mobile wallet, you can store other currencies as well along with 

AX Coin like BTC, ETH, DASH, and LTC among other crypto-currencies and can 

store both for crypto coins and Fiat money pairs, giving users 100% convenience and 

full-time access to their money  

– Easy Liquidity.  
 

 



 

The end goal is to provide true liquidity of cryptocurrencies, available for trade 

anywhere anytime across the globe and app across the 

globe. Alpha-X will offer very cheap and sustainable solution for cryptocurrency 

listings, and even the money which was taken for Cryptocurrency listing would be 

returned to them or community using the currency.  

 

Listing price with Alpha-X along with timeline would be:- 

2 BTC - 5 days 

1.5 BTC - 10 days 

1 BTC - 15 days 

 

Alpha-X Ecosystem 
 
Alpha-X Coin (AXC) 

 The coins distributed through the main chain in the ICO are Alpha-X coin, it’s 

a POS based cryptocurrency and hence is quite fast, secure and anonymous, so we 

intend to populate it as Utility Coin, through which we will increase the utility 

proposition over the market and at right time, even we can integrate point-of-sale 

(POS) over AXC 

 

Alpha-X Exchange (AXE) 

 This will be created at later stage using the ICO funds of AXC, it would be  

launched as a global cryptocurrency exchange, with the motive to provide  

more and more liquidity in different Fiat-Crypto pairs. The mission is to get upto 100 

plus pairs of fiat currency and make the exchange 

accessible round the globe, to everyone.  

 

Alpha-X Mobile App 

 A light weight interface where  all the related activities will take place, where 

user  can put its coin or can exchange his coin and can spend Alpha-X whenever  and 

wherever required. 

 

Alpha-X Wallet  

 A decentralised QT wallet for Windows, Mac and Linux clients for storing, 

sending , receiving and minting new Alpha-X coin. Here the user will hold his private 

keys and hence its the most securest way to hold your money with yourself. 
 

Alpha-X Debit Card  

 Alpha-X have an agenda to provide true liquidity to its users, round the globe , 

round the clock. Any one can buy or sell Alpha-X in his locality at any time without 

any problem. We have intended to provide AX debit cards as well and integrate it 

with point over sale. 
 



Alpha-X Marketplace 

 An online marketplace to bring the merchants and buyers closers. Here the 

participating merchants can sell their merchandise directly to the buyers with Alpha-

X coins. 

 

Alpha-X Exchange Prototype 

 

1. Briefing  
 

1.1. Project description  

The objective of this project is the implementation of a web application (including 

website) which will provide customers a platform for buying and selling crypto 

currencies. The specifics of this portal are that the customer can view current price of 

crypto currency, purchase and sell it. Also user can place bid and ask for price for 

trade. The overall objective is to implement a similar portal. 

 

1.2. Realization  

This document will specify the detailed requirements which have to be realized in the 

frame of this project. Hereby the functionalities and a rough draft of the 

template/layout will be provided. However basically there are no fixed guidelines 

provided in terms of the design.  

 

We hereby request from everyone to put some thought and input your own 

experience and ideas. We have planned Bounty campaigns for this as well, structured 

as Non-functional requirements, which are part of best practice standards in terms of 

programming will be seen as self-explaining for the realization of the project, e.g. 

clean code, documentation, performance, security and design.  

 

2. Definitions  
 

2.1. Buyer  

Buyer is portal user who will purchase currency through portal  
 

2.2. Seller  

Seller is portal user who will sell crypto currency through portal  
 

2.3. Trade Engine  

Trade engine used to define trading strategy of portal and it will decide which 

transaction / trade will process as per matching criteria  
 

2.4. Order Book  

An order book is the list of orders that a trading venue uses to record the interest of 

buyers and sellers in a particular currency.  



 

2.5. KYC / AML  

Know your customer allows tracking user’s real identity of user preventing money 

laundering and frauds  
 

2.6. Hot Wallet  

Hot wallet is wallet, which stores real cryptocurrency on active node, and it is 

available for immediate currency transaction.  
 

 2.7. Cold Wallet 

Cold wallet is offline wallet, which will store currencies offline.  
 

2.8. Liquidity  

Liquidity means stock of currency, fiat money needed to run the business  

 

2.9. Bid 

A bid price is the highest price that a buyer (i.e., bidder) is willing to pay for a good. 

It is usually referred to simply as the "bid".  
 

2.10. Ask 

Ask price, also called offer price, offer, asking price, or simply ask, is the price a 

seller states they will accept.  

 

3. System Environments  
 

The web application (inclusive website) will be available on a test system and on 

productive environment (LIVE system).  

The liquidity providers like banks, currency brokers and suppliers provide for its 

interfaces test credentials. Based upon these test trades can be made. The LIVE 

system has to be setup with an SSL certificate. In addition, other security programs 

added.  

 

4. Details  
 

This section should provide an overview of the all the process and the individual 

functionalities of the web application/website.  

 

4.1. Homepage / Landing Page:  

Home page will be consist of following sections:  

 

Home Section:  

Should demonstrate engaging idea and overview about exchange, it should have 

current cost of crypto currency in base currency (BTC).  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How It works:  

Details about how to purchase currency from this exchange site  

 

 
 
Recent Trades: 

Table showing how trades are working here. Moreover, what are recent transactions? 

It will look something like this image below.  

 
 

 



 

Footer:  

Footer of website will include Newsletter section, links for site, Support section.  

Sub-footer: It will have copyright section and social icons.  

 

4.2. Other Navigations and subpages  

 

FAQ:  

This page will include question and answers about portal and how to use it.  

 

Contact Us  

Company address, google map integration and contact form will be available on this 

page. 

 

About Us  

Details about company , team etc will be provided in this section.  

 

Action Buttons  

Sign In and Signup buttons will be available in navigation bar.  

 

4.3. General user flow of this application  

 

User will visit website  

Signup through registration form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



On successful signup user will get an email to activate an account, once user click on 

activate account which user will get account activated from DB and user will be 

redirected to login screen.  

 

On login screen user will be prompt to put username and password provided at the 

time of registration. For security feature we will add up captcha which will ensure 

spam attacks can be avoided through Bot machines.  

 

4.4 Dashboard: 
 

 

 

4.4.1. General:  

The dashboard has to be displayed following the login screen on successful 

authentication of user of portal and is the main element of the user interface after 

granting access. The dashboard must show recent activities and status of 

cryptocurrency’s price, which platform is trading with in BTC.  

 
 



 

4.4.2. Detailed requirement:  

 In case during the phase if any details can’t be fetched it should show “Oops 

something went wrong” in particular part of window. 

 Chart should be available as per currency ticker tabs so that user can navigate 

on other currency and fetch data about the same. 

 There should be option to see historical data of that crypto currency so that 

customer can track progress of currency.  

 When user log’s in for first time there won’t be any transaction so system 

should display no transaction in that window. 

 

4.5. Buy/ Sell: 

 

 

4.5.1. General: 

The Buy/Sell is primarily consists of order book data and recently completed 

transactions. A focus has to be dedicated to the structure and design as these are very 

important criteria in order to attract customers for purchasing or selling.  

 

4.5.2. Detailed Requirement: 

 Exchange balance section will show active users balance in crypto currency 

and BTC.  

 Buy Crypto Currency will be form, which will allow user to put up amount of 

currency he is looking to purchase. System will automatically calculate fees 

that user need to pay for trade in BTC and amount of crypto currency he will 

get after final trade.  

 Sell Crypto Currency will be form, which will allow user to put up amount of 

currency he is looking to sell. System will automatically calculate fees that 

user need to pay for trade in that currency and amount of BTC he will get after 

final trade.  



 Candlestick graph will be available on this screen will fetch data of trades done 

in past and will show to end user. 

 We will show details of successful trades done in past on this page. It will have 

details of trade in  

 

4.6. User Account  

 

4.6.1. General: 

User account will consists of forms which will allow him to complete KYC and other 

part like name, password change etc.  

4.6.2. Detailed requirement: 

 User will have access to profile page which will display his details registered 

with site at the time of registrations which he can change, only name can be 

edited from this form. Username and email can not be edited.  

 For KYC we will be providing input form which will allow user to upload his 

identification documents using which his identification can be stored with us.  

 

5. Other Development  

 

5.1. Trade Engine:  

5.1.1. General: 

A currency exchange is a system for buyers and sellers of different currencies to 

exchange different types of currency. The other matching module matches buy and 

sell orders, creates transactions to record the process, and updates the customers 

account balances.  

 

5.1.2. Detailed requirement  

A customer enters the quantity and prices of the orders and clicks “buy” or “sell”  

 Website creates record in OrderBook with Pending order status. The order is 

filed to be processed. [PlaceBuyBid] 

 Then, the Order Matching Service iterates through the list of pending orders. 

[public int PlaceBuyBid(int customerId, decimal quantityOfBTC, decimal 

pricePerBTC, dateTime, expirationDate = null) and  

public int PlaceSellOffer(int customerId, decimal quantityOfBTC, decimal 

pricePerBTC, dateTime,expirationDate = null)] For each order:  

 Re-verify order status to ensure that it is still pending/active. If expired, the 

order is Cancelled. 

 Validate the order funding. [public bool ValidateOrderFunding(Order order)] 

The customer must have sufficient assets to process the order. If not, the order 

is Suspended (it may be re-activated if funds become available later.) If order 

passes validation:  

      1. The order status is changed to Active . 

      2. The assets needed to pay for the order are added to the Frozen   

           balance. The prevents the customer from placing orders on more assets 

           than he has. This feature may be removed later – we can allow spending 



  greater than the available balance if we check the balance before  

  processing the transaction. 

 The Order Matching Service tries to find a match to the buy or sell order. To 

find a match, we search all Active orders which match the specified price. 

[Specification IsMatchingOrderQuery(decimal price, int orderTypeId, int 

wantAssetTypeId,int offerAssetTypeId, bool? isMarketOrder)]  

     1. *If the order is a buy, we look for a price less than or equal.  

     2. *If the order is a sell, we look for a price greater than or equal.  

     3. *If it’s a market order, we find the highest (sell) or lowest (buy) price.  

 We sort the matches ascending for buy orders, and descending for sell orders. 

Then we sort by date if the price matches. [Specification 

IsMatchingOrderQuery(decimal price, int orderTypeId, int 

wantAssetTypeId,int offerAssetTypeId, bool? isMarketOrder)]  

 We load the top 3 matches into memory. The reason we take 3 matches is in 

case one of the orders fails validation, we can try with the order 2 orders.  

 We compare the order and the match. This is a double check with C# – the 

order should have been already matched by the database query above. The 

orders should match:  

 assets ($/BTC, order types (buy/sell),non-two market orders, and have 

matching prices (as above). [OrderComparisonResult CompareOrders(Order 

firstOrder, Order secondOrder)]  

 If the orders comparison succeeds, we generate a Transaction to record the 

match [Transaction GetTransactionForTwoOrders(OrderComparisonResult 

comparisonResult)].  

 1. *A_Order is the buy order  

 2. *B_Order is the sell order (A and B are used because I’m still not sure 

whether ordering should be Buy/Sell, chronological, or something else)  

 If the order quantities do not match exactly, we must generate a split order with 

the remainder of the larger order.  

 We run [ActivateTakeProfitAndStopLossOrders(Order order)] – TODO – 

should not be done here, but scheduled. (See separate post for advanced orders 

– take profit, stop loss, trigger, stop order, etc.)  

 We process the transaction to record the result [public Order 

ProcessTransaction(Transaction transaction)] (note: this module is a database 

transaction)  

  a: add the transaction and the split orders to the DB  

  b: for both orders in the transaction:  

   1. subtract the debit access (customers balance of $ or BTC)  

   2. increment the credit asset (customers balance of $ or BTC)  

   3.  record the commission in the commission account  

   4. unfreeze frozen balances  

   5. save changes  

 



 Repeat the process on each split order, until there is either no remaining 

quantity (entire order is fulfilled) or we run out of matching orders; the 

remaining split order stays open as an active order foreach 

(OrderProcessResultModel n in ProcessOrder(splitOrder.OrderId)) { yield 

return n; }  

 If the remaining quantity is 0, set the status to Completed 

 

5.1.3. DB Schema  

 

 
 



 

 

5.2. Security  

 

5.2.1. 2FA  

A proven way to add an extra layer of security. We offer 2 services for users to 

control 2FA access on users account, Google authentication application is available 

for every mobile platform. The activation screen shows the QR code and digit code 

which can both be input  

 

5.2.2. Re-captcha  

Protect the platform from spam and abuse while letting real people pass through with 

ease.  

 

5.2.3. KYC process  

Verify the user provided information and documents to validate their account. KYC 

process must be completed to let the users withdraw their balance.  

 

5.2.4. Email and Password Encryption  

Implementation of email encryption method. So, hackers could not de-crypt/ edit our 

email address using our DB. Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm is used to 

decrypt the encrypted data in order to obtain the confidential texts  

 

5.3. Wallet Creation  

Each crypto currency needs to be synced with our servers and it will generate safe 

wallet which will hosted safely and we will have complete access to currency 

deposited with exchanger.  

 

For liquidity we will be having hot wallet which will store currency for day today 

requirement, however all the remaining funds will be transferred on cold storage.  

Once user registers with site and he needs to deposit currency on address provided by 

portal which will allow user to use it for trading on portal.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Work-Flow Diagram: 
 

 

 

 



 

 

Alpha-X Business Model 

 
 

User Friendly: 

 A simple and easy Exchange like SaaS (Software as a Service) and the user 

will have 

only to pay for their usage. I.e. pay to access the features. 

 

Multi-Currency And Platforms: 

 A wide range of currencies and types of coins will be accessible through the 

AX exchange. AX exchange will bring multiple famous currencies to Mobile Apps / 

Mobile wallet from the Web. 

 

Instant Transactions: 

 Our exchange will allow real-time conversion / transition between 

cryptocurrency to Fiat currency. The mobile wallet can be used for both crypto-

currency and Fiat money, we will use Shape-shift API for the same, 

 

Global Access: 

 Alpha-X will expand the financial reach globally like any other internet 

provided marketing strategies. This will translate to increased revenue and growing 

customer database. 

 

Access For The South East Asian Community: 

 Our exchange captures the South Eastern part of Asia (India) and will be 

facilitation to the people where bank network aren’t very strong. The app will be 

available globally and will be having INR (Indian Currency) added to motivate 

Indian users. 

 

Accessibility: 

 Every individual user from low income to high income can perform 

transactions on the AX exchange protocol in their currency of choice. 

 

Confidence & Trust: 

 All users will only rely on the algorithm of the particular blockchains in 

question. The primary infrastructure is still blockchain, thus no need for a third party. 

 

Online Exchange Platform:  

 Allows transformation between all real digital currencies and from 

cryptographic forms of money into the universes most famous fiat monetary 

standards. 
 



 

 

Versatile Wallet and Exchange:   

 A helpful portable application for overseeing and trading all your altcoins. 

 

Admin Account:   A user can make his account premium and directly 

earn with us as a partner. If he have following holdings within Alpha-X Exchange. 

 a. 1% of total minted coin supply - 2% of exchange annual revenue share 

 b. 2% of total minted coin supply - 5% of exchange annual revenue share 

 c. 5% of total minted coin supply - 10% of exchange annual revenue share 

 

Voting Right: 

 All the users who have 1% plus of total Alpha-X supply, have voting rights as 

Admin and they will be Moderator and extra rights in the system as well. 
 

 

Alpha-X Revenue Model 
 

 

Exchange Fee: 

 Alpha-X initially will charge a 0.2% fixed fee per trade. Other variations will 

be subsequently introduced, including maker-taker, volumed based tiering and 0 fee 

promotions. We have no plan to charge above 0.2%.  

 

Withdrawal Fee: 

 Alpha-X may charge a small fee for withdrawals.  

 

Listing Fee:  

 Alpha-X will select innovative coins and other assets to be listed on the 

exchange, there may be a fee associated with those listings.  

 

Margin Fee: 

 If you trade on margin, there may be a fee or interest on the borrowed amount.  

 

Debit Card Fee: 

 Card distribution and shipping fee 

 

Alpha-X Marketplace: 

 Commission from the marketplace 

 

Alpha-X Mobile App: 

 User will buy and spend their coins on various utility bills. 

 

Alpha-X Mobile Exchange: 



 The user will buy or sell his coin through Shapeshift exchange. 

 

Other Fees: 

 There may be other fees the platform may collect for various services such as 

automated algorithmic order etc.  

 

 

Alpha-X Coin Specifications 

 
The underlying technology behind Alpha-X is the Scrypt Algorithm which allows us 

to create our own blockchain ecosystem for Alpha-X. Since this technology is agile 

and evolving, additional efficiencies it will make the wallet transactions faster and 

cheaper enhancing overall customer experience.  

 

Scrypt is one of the first and most efficient algorithms used for Proof Of Stake and is 

already used by hundreds of alt-coins that use Scrypt or Scrypt based Algorithms like 

Scrypt-N , Scrypt-Jane, or Scrypt-OG.  

Charlie Lee (The Creator of Litecoin) needed a more secure, light-weight, faster, 

cheaper, user friendly, algorithm that consumed less power and was scalable.  

Alpha-X chose Scrypt for our blockchain for all the same reasons. 

 

Community Support: 

 Scrypt is the most popular algorithm to-date and has massive cryptocurrency 

community support that hundreds of altcoins utilize. 

 

Scalability: 

 People use the Scrypt core algorithm and make new Scrypt-based algorithms to 

solve problems, Scrypt-N for example, changes the memory requirement of the 

algorithm every set amount of time, so that if ASICs are developed for the algorithm, 

they become obsolete as the “N” changes and creates the need for different circuits in 

order to mine the hashes. Furthermore, there is also the Scrypt-OG algorithm, which 

is 8x less memory-intensive than Scrypt. In-fact the term OG stands for “Optimized 

GPU”. Now we are using the same algorithm for 100% PoS (Proof Of Stake). 

 

Faster Transactions: 

 Alpha-X blockchain can handle higher number of tractions due to faster block 

generation resulting in multiple transaction requests being confirmed in seconds. 

 

Blockchain Size & Security: 

 Scrypt-based Litecoin was the first cryptocurrency to implement Segwit and 

anti-spam filter. The Segwit and anti-spam filter have both helped reduce Litecoin’s 

blockchain size to around 10GB which is lowest size of all the major cryptos. To put 

this in perspective, Bitcoin is approximately 207 GB. 

 



 

Why Proof-of-Stake (PoS): 

 Unlike PoW, the PoS Algorithms don’t have the 51% attack threat, making it 

more secure. 

 PoS allows the minting of new Alpha-X coins without having to make an 

investment in hardware as well as saving valuable electricity needed to 

generate AX. 

 Future minting of Alpha-X, when new demand is generated, will be based on 

proof-of-stake which allows anyone holding Alpha-X (AX) to be rewarded 

with AX when they stake their AX in the system for a minimum of 10 Hrs and 

maximum of 100 Hrs. 

 This allows Merchants and Users to generate Alpha-X coins for themselves 

while contributing towards the community by solving blocks of transactions. 

 Low entry barrier for minters  - Experienced minters can mint Alpha-X without 

having to make an investment in hardware as well as saving valuable 

electricity. 

 Eco-friendly decentralized Wallet, which includes staking, it will allow 

shoppers and merchants to mint the coins without being hardcore techies. 

 

Coin Specifications: 

 Total Supply  -  2 Billion 

 Pre Mine -  200 Million (To be Sold in ICO) 

 Network – 100% PoS 

 Algorithm - Scrypt 

 Block Time - 2 min 

 Block Maturity – 6 Blocks 

 Min Staking Age - 10 Hrs 

 Max Staking Age -100 Hrs 

 

PoS Reward System: 

 1st Year: - 10% per month 

 2nd Year: - 5% per month  

 3rd  Year: - 3% per month  

 4th Year: - 2% per month  

 5th Year onwards: - 1% per month 

 

Distribution Of Coins:  

 Total Coins – 200 Millions 

 Private Pre Sale – 30 Millions 

 Open Pre Sale – 50 Millions 

 Crowd Sale – 90 Millions 

 Bounty + Referrals – 10 Millions 

 Management + Legal – 10 Millions 

 Development – 10 Millions 



ICO Timeline & Phases 
 

 

Private Pre Sale (1st Sep 2018 to 15th Oct 2018) 

 Coins to be sold  - 30 Millions 

 Cost – 5 Cents each 

 Minimum Buy - $ 100 

 

Open Pre Sale (16th Oct 2018 to 30th Nov 2018) 

 Coins to be sold  - 50 Millions 

 Cost – 7 Cents each 

 Minimum Buy - $ 100 

 

Crowd Sale (1st Dec 2018 to 15h Jan 2019) 

 Coins to be sold  - 90 Millions 

 Cost – 9 Cents each 

 Minimum Buy - $ 100 

Distribution Of Funds (From ICO) 

 30% - Advertising, Marketing and Promotions 

 25% - Technical, Infrastructure, Support & Staffing 

 20% - Business Development and Operations 

 10% - Listing on another exchanges 

 5% - Legal Advisors 

 5% - Team incentives 

 5% - Research, Data science, Scalable Architect 

 

Bonus & Referrals 

 Share your Alpha-X ICO referral link among your friends, families and other 

interested parties. Once the referred users buy Alpha-X you will get the bonus as 

below in Bitcoins. 

 1st level 10% 

 2nd level 5% 

 3rd level 3% 

 4th level 1% 

 5th level 1% 
 

 

 
 

 



Roadmap 

 

Apr 2018 – Idea came with Internet Of Things making life simpler  

 

May 2018 – Research, Team building 

 

June 2018 - Idea analysed and Improved, Finalized the product 

 

July 2018 – AlphaX- Website Launched 

 

Aug 2018  -  Alpha-X Whitepaper Launched 

     Alpha-X Blockchain Created 

   Alpha-X Source code published on Githhub 

   Posting over Bitcointalk and other Forums 

 

Sept 2018 –  ICO Launched  

   Private Pre Sale 

 

Oct 2018 –   Open Pre Sale 

            Bounty Campaigns 

 

Nov 2018 –  Crowdsale 

  Airdrop + Bonus 

 

Dec 2018 –   QT Wallet Launched for Windows, Mac & Linux 

   Listing on Exchange 

   Listing on Coinmarketcap   

 

Q1 2019  –   Alpha-X Mobile Wallet 

   Security Audit Report 

   Q2 2019 – Alpha-X Exchange Launch 

            Integration of Major Coins 

            Advertisement and Promotion 

            Security Audit 

 

 Q3 2019 –   Alpha-X Marketplace Launch 

            Alpha-X Debit Card Program 

 

  Q4 2019 –  Alpha-X Integration for major systems, like Utility Bill Payment,      

            Telephone Bill, Flight Tickets, Hotel Bookings, etc 

   Alpha-X Integration with local Stores, Restaurant, Shop etc 
    


